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The dramatic change in reviewable events
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safety.
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In the PAC, decisions were traditionally
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Background
The patient’s traveling distance was also cut
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by moving the assessment center, delivery
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“We were very young in terms of value
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While looking for areas of improvement, a

PAC, improved patient throughput process
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neighboring hospital shut down its obstetri-

that included 5S, visual discharge boards, a

cal services, resulting in Barnes-Jewish

standard discharge timing process for moth-

being the only hospital in the St. Louis metro

er and infant and patient education.
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area that could deliver babies.
“One of the biggest hurdles was to get
“We saw a pretty significant increase in vol-

everyone on the same page and get

umes of woman and infants,” Matt says. “As

patients ready for delivery in a timely fash-

a result we experienced some events and

ion,” Matt says. “It required everyone work-

had several issues with patient flow. It was a
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most urgent cases.” she adds, “ We had to
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Jewish knew they needed to improve its
pregnant patient flow process in order to
achieve optimal efficiency and improve on
the patient’s safety.

Principles of
Perfor mance
Excellence
Creation of High-Reliability Culture

An opportunity presented itself to participate

Barnes-Jewish focused on continued staff

in a value stream mapping project, a lean

involvement throughout the process to

technique, through the American Society for

ensure best care for the mothers and

Quality. Before Barnes-Jewish jumped into

babies.

the project, the hospital wanted to identify
as much as possible on the front end in

“One of the ways we kept everyone

order to limit obstacles and improve the

involved was to make everyone feel like

overall knowledge of the staff, according to

they were part of the team,” Matt says.
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“Whether they are frontline staff, directors

ment engineer at Barnes-Jewish.

or managers, we required everyone to
attend daily briefings where we took sug-
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gestions and ideas and even trialed some

Additionally successes were celebrated.

Continual Impr ovement

of those experiments.” Directors and the

Barnes-Jewish was chosen as one of 27

The hospital is constantly looking for ways

chief nursing executive routinely sat in on

finalists to present its case study at the

to improve its women and infants depart-

events and lunch meetings where presen-

American Society for Quality conference.

ment. “We are by no means finished with

tations were given and feedback was

Their team won second place for their

our value stream, we will continue on to

received

poster submission and finished first for the

our third and fourth streams and constant-

best safety project.

ly revaluate or process,” Hecke says. “Our

Barnes-Jewish also used performance

physicians and champions are involved

boards highlighting unit goals. When a

Removing Waste

every step of the way and are always

department failed to meet its goal, the

By using lean/Six Sigma strategies,

looking for areas of improvement.”

unite needed to explain what happened

Barnes-Jewish was able to eliminate extra

and give solutions to remove the barrier.

steps throughout the women and infants

That includes multiple improvements to

department. By decreasing the distance

the triage criteria and constantly holding

“That was a big piece to creating a culture

between the PAC and waiting room from

events to create awareness about the

of responsibility,” Matt says. “When we

270 feet to 60 and moving all of the

work that is being done. Barnes-Jewish

first started out reasons like physicians

department resources to the same floor,

has held 28 events since it started this

waiting on tests was a common excuse

patient flow was improved. Length of stay

project back in 2006. “The beauty of

but we got to a point where we were able

was also improved, with 40 percent of

events is it brings in all players,” Matt

to drill them down and provide detailed

patient being discharged by 11 a.m. and

says. “It brings in the frontline workers,

explanation and strategies for achieving

86 percent by 1 p.m

directors and people from all areas. One

goals.”

area really impacts another. That is really
where the, a-ha moments come from.”
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